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Tinc is a UK family-founded and run company  that  
designs, makes and distributes extraordinary stationery, 
gadgets and gifts for kids of all ages.

Our  stylish  designs  are  available  internationally through 
selected retailers both physically within shop in shop 
concepts and online through global marketplaces. Tinc 
offers  a comprehensive  range  to  a  wide  wholesale  
market,  with  competitive  pricing  and  great  supporting  
collateral,  helping  the  brand  to  reach  entirely  new  
audiences. 

Whatever  your  demands,  Tinc  will  have  the  kids  in  
your  area  covered  with  our  comprehensive  range  of  
tactile,  fun  and  funky  goodies  in  a  
fantastic  range  of  colours  and  styles.  And  with  price  
points  to  suit  all  purses,  we  can  work  
together  to  co-ordinate  the  perfect  range  for  you.

TINC

Huggas live high up in bamboo trees, and of all the Tinc tribes, they are one of the most 
unique looking, with their �u�y green fur and huge hands.
Huggas got their name from their love of hugging! They can come in di�erent shapes; 
they are very easy-going and love nothing more than hugging a problem away!

Mallos live on soft, grassy islands in the sky. They always help one another to care for their
island village. They love spending time with friends and are �lled with so much happiness 
they are practically weightless and move around by �oating.
They are soft, gentle creatures with big hearts.

Kronks are inventors; they are incredible at making weird and wonderful mechanical things 
from pieces of day-to-day scrap.
They enjoy their own company and are never happier than when thinking and creating 
something new. The Kronk team has been expanding rapidly over the last couple of years 
and is set to get even bigger! With new characters and shapes joining this tribe, these are 
ones to keep an eye on!

Tonkins live under the sea and are recognised easily by their jelly�sh-like bodies.
They are very adventurous and love letting the current carry them to exciting new places.
The Tonkins are well-loved amongst fun-loving Tinc fans.
They are the tribe that will turn heads in the playground with their eye-catching big blue 
eyes and unique school style.

HUGGASTHE

MALLOSTHE

KRONKSTHE

TONKINSTHE

The Ojays are a tough bunch, as they live in the high heat of the volcanic islands and need 
protection from the sun, but on the inside, they are very laid back with the kindest hearts.
They are a variety of shapes; they love wearing sunglasses and swimming in the waters that
appear around their volcanic lands.
This orange tribe loves having fun socialising and hanging out together, chilling.

The Ooloos are eccentric in character and are a tribe of wizards who live on islands with tall 
towers of water and ice hidden amongst the clouds.
They often worry their island homes never stay in one place and sometimes bounce around 
from cloud to cloud without warning! They are a variety of shapes and sizes and love 
adding a bit of magic to the day.

OJAYSTHE

OOLOOSTHE

M E E T  O U R  T R I B E S



FEATURES: FEATURES: 
•Colour changing fibre
•Multi coloured
•Pretty decorative lighting
•3 x AAA batteries

MULTI USE! decorative!

GADGETS

Galaxy projector
light

GAPROCLK

•Dual usage: Use as a party light 
 or night light
•Amazing sensory light show
•Rotation option
•Control the brightness

Fibre optic light
FIBOPLIG

FEATURES: 
•Colour changing liquid floats
 up and down
•Operates up to 10 hours at one
 time.
•Mains operated

FEATURES: 
•Colour changing whirlpool effect
•Calming sensory play
•Heat free with LED light
•Battery 3xAA

Big gloop 
lava lamp

LAVALAMP
Tornado lamp
TORNADLM

soothing

sENSORY

USB 
Boogie light
BOOGIUSB

Flip Clock
FLIPCLMU

FEATURES: 
•1 x Mini Boogie Light with USB 
•1 x USB-C Android  adaptor
•1 x Apple iPhone adaptor             
•4 x 4 x 4.4cm (H x W x D)

Mini USB
boogie light

MINILIMU

FEATURES: 
•Diamond shaped disco light
•Includes 3 AG3 'button' batteries
•Waterproof for the bath or 
 swimming pool

Boogie in the
bath 2

BOOBATH2

FEATURES: 
•1 x Large Disco Light
•1 x USB cable
•Plug in or battery operated: 
 3 x AA batteries
•Lights dance to the beat of your
 music!

FEATURES: 
•Digital screen
•Flip the clock to show 
 temperature, time, date or to use
 the timer
•Uses 2 x AAA batteries

GADGETS
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FEATURES: 
•Waterproof & wipe clean
•LED light with 3 flash settings
•Easy to attach & release
•Fun useful gadget

FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

GADGETS

Tinc scooter
light

SCOOLIBL

Tinc Earpods
blue

EARPODBL

•Listening time when charged
 2-3 hrs
•Wireless technology
•Incredible sound quality
•Portable charging case

Glofones light up
earphones blue

GLOFONBL

•Lights flash to music
•Music pause feature when you
 take a call
•Charging cable included
•Compatible with android & iOS

•Adjustable headband
•1.2 metre tangle free cable
•Strero effect sound
•3.5 metre jack multi compatible

Tribal tunes foldable
headphones

Wired
TUNEHPBL

So handy!

flashes! great sound!

FEATURES: 

GADGETS

•Portable, waterproof, wireless
 & re-chargeable
•Boogie to colour changing lights
•Carabiner clip
•Micro USB charging cable

Waterproof round
speaker black
RNDWPSPK

FEATURES: 

BOP wireless
speaker blue
BOPSKBLU

•Easily switch between bluetooth,
 AUX and radio mode
•Skip, play, forward, pause, 
 previous song options
•Fun character design with 
 movable arms

Portable!

FEATURES: 
•Cute cloud lights
•Perfect bedroom decor
•Battery operated
•2 x AA batteries

FEATURES: 
Cloud string

lights
STRLICLD

•Fun sports ball lights
•Perfect bedroom decor
•Battery operated
•2 x AA batteries

Sports
string lights
STRLISPO
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Fuzzy Guy pen
FUZPENOR FUZPENPK

Fuzzy Guy pen Multi-Fuzzy pen Multi-Fuzzy pen
FUZPENGR

Multi-Fuzzy pen
MFUZPNPU

MFUZPNPK

Fuzzy Guy pen
FUZPENBL

Fuzzy Guy pen  

MFUZPNBL

Tinc Tip n Top
eraser/sharpener

Tinc Tip n Top
eraser/sharpener

TIPTOPMU TIPTOPGR

•Two in one!
•Includes lids for both eraser 
and sharpener.                       

•Multiple colours available
•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Topper character lights up!

•Multiple colours available
•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Topper character lights up!

•Multiple colours available
•Funny novelty party bag filler
••Topper character lights up!

•Multiple colours available
•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Topper character lights up!

•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Comes with lid
•Topper character lights up!

•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Comes with lid
•Topper character lights up!

•Funny novelty party bag filler
•Comes with lid
•Topper character lights up!

•Two in one!
•Includes lids for both eraser 
and sharpener.                       

PICK N’ MIX

JUMHLTGR

Jumbo scented
highlighter

Feather pen
Ice Lolly

Feather pen
Flip FLops

JUMHLTOR FPENILPU

Jumbo scented
highlighter
JUMHLTBL

Jumbo scented
highlighter
  

FPENFFPK

Mallo heart
feather pen

Star
feather pen

FPENMAPK

Jumbo scented
highlighter
JUMHLTPK

FPENSTBL

•Large colour high-lighter,
  approx 26cm long.
•Strawberry scented                                          

•Large colour high-lighter,
  approx 26cm long.
•Apple scented                                   

•Large colour high-lighter,
  approx 26cm long.
•Blueberry scented                                 

•Large colour high-lighter,
  approx 26cm long.
•Orange scented                                          

•Made of faux feathers
•Black ball point pen
•Pen topper includes spring
•Fun novelty topper

•Made of faux feathers
•Black ball point pen
•Pen topper includes spring
•Fun novelty topper

•Made of faux feathers
•Black ball point pen
•Pen topper includes spring
•Fun novelty topper

scented!

scented!

scented! scented!

Mallo heart
Multi click pen
MLTCLKHR

•8 Pens in 1
•8 Colours to choose from
•Cute heart topper
•16.5 x 4.5 x 2.5cm (H x W x D)

•Made of faux feathers
•Black ball point pen
•Pen topper includes spring
•Fun novelty topper
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HANDPNBL

Star highlighter
Star Multi
highlighter

Multi functional
pen & highlighter

STARHLBL

Heart stacking
crayon
HSCRYNMU

STARHLPK

Stacking
highlighter
BIGHLTMU

Huge hand pen
  

PENHLTPK

Stacking
crayon

Building Block
highlighter

STCRYNMU

Huge hand pen
HANDPNGR

BBHLTRMU

•Fun Star shape
•Includes 5 highlighter tips
•For school,work or party bag
 filler                            

•Long sturdy pens for writing.
•Fun hand with face design                                          

•Long sturdy pens for writing.
•Fun hand with face design                                          

•Multi colours
•Take each highlighter apart 
 and stack in whichever order 
 you want.          

•Fun Star shape
•Includes 5 highlighter tips
•For school,work or party bag
 filler                            

•One end is a classic biro with 
 choices of black, blue and red.
•Other end includes a vibrant 
 highlighter

•Includes 10 different colours
•Glittery, heart-shaped design
•Loads of different ways to 
 stack

•Small, stackable crayons
•Includes 6 different colours
•Includes 12 crayons

•6 highlighter blocks
•Can stack width or height way
•Chisel tip highlighters
•Includes lid

Multi! Multi! Multi!

Multi! Multi! Multi!

LPOPENPK

Large Pom Pom 
Charm pencil 

Ombre Pom Pom 
pen Pom Pom pen

POMPCLBL OMBPOMPK

Light up
Lollipop pen
  

POMPENPK

Cupcake multi
click pen

Stamper pen
-Mr Tinc

MLTCLKPK

Light up
Lollipop pen
LPOPENBL

STMPENMU

•Press the nib and watch the 
 lollipop light up!
•Fun design                            

•Press the nib and watch the 
 lollipop light up!
•Fun design                            

•Large Fluffy pom pom 
topper         

Large Pom Pom 
Charm pencil 
POMPCLPK

•Fluffy ombre pom pom
 pen

•Fluffy pom pom top attached
 to lid

•8 Pens in 1
•8 Colours to choose from
•16.5 x 4.5 x 2.5cm (H x W x D)

•6-in-1 Multi Colour Biro Pen
•Includes Tinc Logo Stamper

•Large Fluffy pom pom 
topper         

CLOCPNBL
Digital clock pen
  

•Handy digital clock and pen
 combined           
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PICK N’ MIX

MLTGELBL

Fidget pen Spy pen Uv Ink
Gaming
multi-click pen

FIDPENMU SPYPENMU

Multi gel pen
  

MLTCLKGA  

Macaroon 
stacking
pastel highlighter
MACSTKHL

Rabbit topper
pencil
ANIPNCPK

•Rabbit animal topper
•Sparkly animal
•4 animal toppers in range

Elephant topper
pencil
AN2PNCPK

•6 different colours in 1 handy 
 pen
•Red, Orange, Blue, 
 Green, Purple and Pink           

•Elephant animal topper
•Sparkly animal
•4 animal toppers in range

•Sensory pen with multiple 
 spinning topper       

•Non-toxic ink for kids
•Includes UV light to shine on 
 to ink
•Great as a party bag filler!

•6 pastel highlighters in one
 pen
•Can stack in any order!
•Tasty macaroon design

Multi!

SENSORYi!

•6 different colours in 1 handy 
 pen with fun character head
•Red, Orange, Blue, 
 Green, Purple and Pink           

Thinking pants
sticky notes
PANTNOTE

Tinc party
invitations
INVITE20

•10 illustrated Tinc character
 party Invites
•Includes 10 Envelopes

•Pack of sticky notes
•Approx. 80 to a pack
•Great for memo’s and
 reminders

 Luxury gifts sets full of fun goodies!

GIFT SETS

Snuggly Journal
Gift Set

BXGS02PK

Hugga Stationery
Gift Set

BXGS05GR

CONTENTS: CONTENTS: 
•Snuggly Lockable Journal
•Nifty Snifty Scented Highlighters
•Cupcake Multi-Click Pen
•Mallo Heart Sharpener

•Hardback Notebook
•Velvety Pencil Set
•Hugga Character Sharpener
•Happy Highlighters Set
•Monkey Eraser Set

Mallo Stationery
Gift Set

BXGS05PK

CONTENTS: 
•Hardback Notebook
•Velvety Pencil Set
•Mallo Heart Sharpener
•Happy Highlighters Set
•Monkey Eraser Set
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Mallo Activity
Bundle

ACTBMAPK

Tiny Tincs
Colouring Book
Crayons Bundle

TTCOLRMU

CONTENTS: CONTENTS: 
•Activity and colouring book
•Sticker sheet
•Colouring pencil set
•Sharpener
•Eraser

•Includes 6 chunky wax crayons
•50 full character pages
-Just add colour!

Hugga Acitivity
Bundle

ACTSTCAM

GIFT SETS

 Luxury gifts sets full of fun goodies!

CONTENTS: 
•Activity and colouring book
•Sticker sheet
•Colouring pencil set
•Sharpener
•Eraser

GIFT SETS

Tonkin Tribal
Stationery
Starter Pack
GFSE31BL

Ooloo Tribal
Stationery Starter
Pack
GFSE31PU

Mallo Tribal 
Stationery Starter
Pack
GFSE31PK

Hugga Tribal 
Stationery Starter
Pack
GFSE31GR 

Useful stationery sets full of fun goodies!

CONTENTS: 
•Scented 15cm Ruler
•Scented Bendy Eraser
•PVC Sharpener
•A6 Notebook
•Pencil with Big Eye Eraser
•Ballpoint Pen 
 All goodies come inside a colour matched 
 sleeve.

CONTENTS: 
•Scented 15cm Ruler
•Scented Bendy Eraser
•PVC Sharpener
•A6 Notebook
•Pencil with Big Eye Eraser
•Ballpoint Pen
 All goodies come inside a colour matched 
 sleeve.

CONTENTS: 
•Scented 15cm Ruler
•Scented Bendy Eraser
•PVC Sharpener
•A6 Notebook
•Pencil with Big Eye Eraser
•Ballpoint Pen
 All goodies come inside a colour matched 
 sleeve.

CONTENTS: 
•Scented 15cm Ruler
•Scented Bendy Eraser
•PVC Sharpener
•A6 Notebook
•Pencil with Big Eye Eraser
•Ballpoint Pen
 All goodies come inside a colour matched 
 sleeve.
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Nifty Snifty 
Twin Tipped 
Highlighters 
- Set of 10
NISNDTHI

•Twin tipped for fine line and 
  thicker highlights
•Scented pens
•Includes handy carry case

FEATURES: 

Fruity Torpedoes-
Pack of 6 scented
highlighters
SNT6HLMU

•Ergonomic shape 
•Pack of 6 Highlighter Pens
•Includes handy carry case
•Highlighters have fruit scents

FEATURES: 
scented!

Set of 4 Sweetie
highlighters
SWEHLTMU

•Pack of 4 highlighters
•Scented pens
•Includes zip lock carry case

FEATURES: 

Set of 5 happy
highlighters
HAPHLTMU

•Set of 5 chisel tip highlighters
•Includes hard carry case

FEATURES: 

S4BBLHLT

Set of 4 building
block high-lighters
  

Set of 4 Dumbell
highlighters
DUBHLTMU

•Double ended; one straight, 
 one chisel tip
•4 colours
•Dumbell fun shaped

FEATURES: 

S4ERAHLT

Set of 4 erasable
hi-lighters
  

•Erasable!
•Set of 4 colours
•Slim design

FEATURES: 

Set of 6 pastel
highlighters
S6PASTHL

•Set of 4 pretty colours
•Slim chisel tip
•Plastic case   

FEATURES: 

•Multiple stacking ways
•Set of 4 fun novelty pens
•4 colours

FEATURES: 

Set of 6
Glitter egde pens
S6GLITHL

• Duo colour pens with silver
  through middle an bright 
  colours on edges                                                

FEATURES: 

PEN & PENCIL SETS

PNDDBMMX

Tinc fine liner and
fabulous felts
PNFLFFMX

Tinc double deluxe
brush markers set
  

•Dual Tip: Thick brush marker 
 and fine liner on each pen
•Pack of 12
•Handy snap shut carry case

•12 Colour Pens
•Duo tip with fineliner and 
 thicker felt tip
•Handy carry case for storage

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

Pastelicious 
Scented 
Gel Pens 
- set of 8

Glitterarty 
Scented 
Gel Pens
- set of 8

PENPASMX

GLITGLPN

Fluorolicious 
Scented Gel 
Pens
 - set of 8
FLONEOPN

•8 different colours
•Scented, neon gel ink
•Includes travel hard case

•Scented
•Pretty glitter colours
•Includes handy carry case

•Scented
•Pastel colours
•Includes handy carry case

FEATURES: 

FEATURES: 

FEATURES: 

Wonderful 
Woodies
colouring pencils 
12 pack
WWPNCLMU SNSK12MU

•Pack of 12 Colouring Pencils
•Made of Natural Wood
•Cardboard Packaging

Sniffy Sketchies
scented pencils
12 pack
  

•Comes with a metal travel tin
•Multiple scents including 
 strawberry, popcorn and 
 chocolate

Metallic Pencils
- set of 12
S12MEPNC

•Striking metallic colours
•Set of 12
•Shimmery effect

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

S4CHOCPC 

Chocolate scented
pencils pack of 4

S4STRAPC

Strawberry scented
pencils pack of 4
  

•Set of 4 scented pencils
• Come in either Chocolate or
  Stawberry scents

FEATURES: 

FEATURES: 
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Boogie watch
BOOWATBL

Boogie watch
BOOWATBK

Boogie watch
BOOWATPK

FEATURES: 
•Adjustable watch strap
•Analogue watch face, great for 
 learning to tell time
•Light up face and watch bezel

FEATURES: 
•Adjustable watch strap
•Analogue watch face, great for 
 learning to tell time
•Light up face and watch bezel

FEATURES: 
•Adjustable watch strap
•Analogue watch face, great for 
 learning to tell time
•Light up face and watch bezel

Tinc Mallo 
digital watch
WATCMAPK

Tinc Hugga
digital watch
WATCHUGR 

Tinc Tonkin
camo digital watch
WATCAMTO

FEATURES: 
•Display shows time and date
•Adjustable silicone straps
•Tap on the LED screen to light 
 up the time

FEATURES: 
•Display shows time and date
•Adjustable silicone straps
•Tap on the LED screen to light 
 up the time

FEATURES: 
•Adjustable watch strap
•Analogue watch face great for 
 learning to tell time
•Light up face and watch bezel

Tinc Ojay 
digital watch
WATOJAOR

Digital display touch
screen watch
TSWATCBK 

Spotch Tinc sports
watch - black
WATSPOBK

•Display shows time and date
•Adjustable silicone straps
•Tap on the LED screen to light 
 up the time

•LED touch screen
•Adjustable silicone strap
• A classy gadget for your 
 older Tincs

•Alarm, lap timer, stopwatch
•Water resistant to 30metres
•Adjustable silicone strap
•Days of the week display
•Digital display

FEATURES: FEATURES: FEATURES: 

ERASERS

Set of 6 Macaroon
erasers
MCR6ERMU

Macaroons

Set of 4 scented
sports erasers
SPOERCOL

Sports

A selection of 10 fun 
& colourful animal 
erasers 
BFGS04PK

Sweetie Eraser Tub 

Set of 4 Pink animal
erasers
XERASEPK

Set of 4 monkey
erasers
MNKERCOL

Monkey’s

Set of 6 Cupcake
erasers 
CUP6ERMU

Cupcake’s Animals

Set of 4 Fruit
erasers
FRUERCOL

Set of 4 cool dude
erasers
S4BOYERA

Cool Dude

Tinc Electric
eraser
ELCERABL

Electric Fruit
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Set of 2 lovely lip
balms
LIPMCRMU

Set of 3 lolly lip
balms
LIPLOLMU

Fuzzy Guy light up
keyring
FUZKYRPK

Fuzzy Guy light up
keyring
FUZKYRGR

Fuzzy Guy light up
keyring
FUZKYROR

Hugga 3D keyring
3DKRHUGR

Mallo 3D keyring
3DKRMAPK

ACCESSORIES

LIGHTS UP!LIGHTS UP!LIGHTS UP!

•1 strawberry scented
•1 Vanilla scented
•Twist to open

•Set of 3 per pack
•Candy, vanilla and rose scents
•Ice lolly design

•Easily lights up with a quick tap
•Fun character design

•Easily lights up with a quick tap
•Fun character design

•Easily lights up with a quick tap
•Fun character design

•Fun 3D character
•Hard, durable material

•Fun Hugga 3D character
•Includes key chain
•Hard, durable material

scented! scented! scented!
FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

Sliding mirror
keyring
MIRKYRPK

•Heart and flower motifs
•Sliding hidden mirror
•Shaped acrylic
•Swivel lobster clasp

FEATURES: 

Set of 3 soda
lip balms
LIPBOTMU

•Set of 3 scents
•Cherryade, lemonade, orangeade
•Soda bottle design

FEATURES: 

POMKYRPL
Pom pom keyring
POMKYRPK

Hugga click torch 
TORCHUGR

Mallo click torch
TORCMAPK

Tonkin click torch
TORCTOBL

Tinc Mini Torch 
Pink
MTORCHPK

Pom pom keyring

•Fluffy pom pom
•Tonkin character charm
•Swivel lobster clasp
•Vanilla scented

•Fluffy pom pom
•Mallo character charm
•Swivel lobster clasp
•Vanilla scented

•Torch lights up when pressed
•Fun Hugga character
•Perfect party bag filler

•Torch lights up when pressed
•Fun Mallo heart character
•Perfect party bag filler

•Torch lights up when pressed
•Fun Tonkin character
•Perfect party bag filler

•Carabiner clip
•Powerful LED light
•Easy to clip to clothes or a bag

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

Kronk bobble hat
HATKRONK

Mallo bobble hat    
HATMALLO

•100% Acrylic warm cosy hat
•One size

FEATURES: 

Mallo hot water bottle
and cover
HTWBCVMA

FEATURES: 

Mini silicone purse
SIMIPUPK

•Mini cute purse with easy clasp
•Soft silicone
•5 x 5 x 2.5 (H x W x D cm)

FEATURES: 

It doesn’t have to be cold to use these!

•100% Acrylic warm cosy hat
•One size

FEATURES: 
•Soft cosy fleece outer cover
 including bottle
•Mallo heart applique
•Pom pom ribbon tie

FEATURES: 
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STICKBOY
Hearts sticker sheet
STICKGRL

ACCESSORIES

Skate sticker sheet 

•2 x Sticker sheets
•Ideal for customising items/
 party bag fillers/ scrapbooking

FEATURES: FEATURES: 
•2 x Sticker sheets
•Ideal for customising items/
 party bag fillers/ scrapbooking

Tiny Tincs
Under the sea
washable colour mat 
TTCMATMU

•One large mat
•12 wipe clean felt tip pens
•Handwash and re-use
•Measures: 50cm x 50 cm

FEATURES: 
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Bendy 30cm ruler
BNDRULBL BNDRULPK

Hugga PVC
sharpener

Mallo heart PVC
sharpener

SHPRHUGR PVCSMAPK

Bendy 30cm ruler
BNDRULGR

•Measures 30cm long
•Can stretch out to full size
 then roll up again

Bendy 30cm ruler
  

•Measures 30cm long
•Can stretch out to full size
 then roll up again

Tonkin PVC
shaped sharpener

12cm Character
Mallo ruler

SHPRTOBL

12RULEPK               

•Soft touch PVC
•Fun Hugga character
•6 x 6 x 2cm (H x W x D)

•Soft touch PVC
•Fun heart character
•6 x 6 x 2cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

SCHOOL STATIONERY

•Measures 30cm long
•Can stretch out to full size
 then roll up again

FEATURES: 

FEATURES: 

12cm Character
Hugga ruler
12RULEGR

•12cm
•Character topper

FEATURES: FEATURES: 
•12cm
•Character topper

•Soft touch PVC
•Fun heart character
•6 x 6 x 2cm (H x W x D)

 Fun mini stationery sets are super useful!

SCHOOL STATIONERY

Tinc mini stationery
set

Tinc mini stationery
set

MSSET2BL

CONTENTS: 
•Mini tape dispenser
•Mini scissors
•Mini stapler
•Mini staple remover
•Mini sharpener.

MSSET2PK

CONTENTS: 
•Mini tape dispenser
•Mini scissors
•Mini stapler
•Mini staple remover
•Mini sharpener.

INCLUDES REFILLS! INCLUDES REFILLS!
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CHRISTMAS

Christmas Tree
click torch
TORCTREE TORCPENG

Santa/Reindeer
wind up toys 
2 pack

Brussel sprout and
Reindeer pin badge
2 pack

REINSANT

Set of 3 jumbo
Christmas erasers
3ERAXMAS

XMPINBAD

Handie Christmas
hottie
HOTTXMAS

•Torch lights up when pressed
•Perfect party bag filler
•Novelty shaped

Perry the Penguin
click torch
  

Pack of 4 fun
Christmas
erasers
4XMASERA

Giant Reindeer
eraser
REINERAS

Star highlighter
SNWSTRHL

•3 fun characters; Snowman /
 Reindeer / Santa 
•Jumbo size

•Extra large Reindeer character
  eraser                                          

•Cute Brussel sprout and 
 Reindeer character pin badges
•Packaged on fun christmas
 cracker shape

•Santa character and Reindeer
 character
•Wind up on side
•Watch them race!

•Star shaped highlighter
•Includes 5 highlighter tips
•Great party bag filler!

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: 

FEATURES: FEATURES: FEATURES: 

•Torch lights up when pressed
•Perfect party bag filler
•Novelty shaped

•Snuggly faux fur pouch
•Zip to keep heating application 
  inside
•Snap to heat up the hottie
•Take out of the pouch and boil 
  to restart

FEATURES: 

•Christmas shaped eraser pack
•Tree / Santa / Reindeer /
 Snowman

FEATURES: 

SGNBSPRO

Set of 4 Candy 
cane
scented pencils

Multi click brussel
sprout pen

CANDYPNC

Set of 2 Reindeer
pens
REINDPEN

MCLKXMAS

Sprout mini snuggly
notebook
  

Multi click Christmas
pudding pen
MLTCLKPU

•Brussel Sprout Character 
 topper
•8 Different Colour Pens

FEATURES: 

Pudding mini snuggly
notebook
SGNBPUDD 

FEATURES: 
•Snuggly faux fur material
•Christmas pudding character 
  patch
•Lined pages
•15 x 10 x 2cm (H x W xD)

FEATURES: 
•Snuggly faux fur material
•Sprout character patch
•Lined pages
•15 x 10 x 2cm (H x W xD)

•Set of 4 candy cane striped
 festive pencils
•Ideal stocking filler
•Candy scented

FEATURES: 
•Christmas pudding character
  topper
•8 Different Colour Pens

FEATURES: 

•Cute Reindeer character
 shaped pens; Rodney & Ruby
•Great stocking fillers

FEATURES: 
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ADVENT

Mr. Tinc is here to lend a helping hand (and height) to the Tinc Tribes 
this year!   24 individual boxes filled with incredible gadgets, gifts
and stationery - perfect for children of all ages, designed to be used
all year round!
From a christmas fidget popper, a magic flannel, pens, highlighters,  
to badges, and more; are all waiting to be opened and enjoyed during 
the countdown to Christmas!  The jokes are back and better than ever 
- find them on every box!   And for that extra bit of Christmas fun why 
not turn the boxes over to reveal an amazing festive design.

C A L E N D A R
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Hugga 
Expedition

backpack
EXBPHUGR

•Two large compartments
•Two mesh side holders
•Adjustable, padded straps
•Top carry handle
•40 x 30 x 13cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

SALBHUGR

Hugga Junior
camo backpack

JBPKHUGR

•Large main compartment
•Front zipped compartments
•Two side pockets
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•36 x 29 x 36cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

Hugga Monster
backpack

BPMONHUG

FEATURES: 

HUGGA COLLECTION

•Large main compartment
•ID holder on back
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•33 x 27 x 11 (H x W x D)

Hugga camo
Lunch bag

FEATURES: 
•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining to keep 
 food fresh
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 8.5cm (H x W x D)

Hugga Camo
‘snap’

compartment
pencil case

SNPCHUGR

•includes: built-in sharpener, 
 ballpoint pen, pencil with 
 eraser topper, and 15cm ruler.
•Small and large 
 compartments
•Durable with snap-shut lid

FEATURES: Hugga Tri 
compartment

pencil case
TCPCHUGR

FEATURES: 

Hugga camo
barrel pencil

case
CABAPCGR

•Large main compartment
•Camo pattern with Hugga
 monster moulded patch
•8.5 x 22x 8.5cm (Hx W x D)

FEATURES: Hugga camo
PVC pencil

case
HUPVPCGR

FEATURES: 

HUGGA COLLECTION

•3 large compartments
•Durable zips
•Camo pattern
•7 x 22 x 11cm (H x W x D)

•Transparent Polyvinyl 
• Cute fun character
• Multiple uses: pencil case, 
  cosmetic bag, toiletry bag 
•9 x 20 x 6 cm (H x W x D)
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Hugga hot and
cold water

bottle
 

•Durable stainless steel
•Leak-proof with sealable lid
•Insulated metal for all drinks
•500ml

FEATURES: Hugga flip and
clip water

bottle
FCWB2HGRHCWBHUGR

FEATURES: 

Hugga camo
wallet

HUWALTGR

•Popper opening
•Coin zip pocket
•Clear window for ID etc
•Made from hard wearing, 
 polyester

FEATURES: Monster camo
metal water

bottle
WBMCAHGR

FEATURES: 

HUGGA COLLECTION

•9.5 x 11 x 1cm (Hx W x D)

•Leak-proof
•Twist lid top
•500ml
•Single Skinned

•Durable stainless steel
•BPA free
•500ml 
•Lid slide locking button
•Easy carry handle hoop

Silicone Hugga
pencil case

SIPCHUGR

•Fun hugga character
•Water resistant
•Durable back zip
•Large compartment
•27 x 28 x 7cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

Hugga Sports
mug

HUGMUGGR

FEATURES: 

HUGGA COLLECTION

•Capacity 330ml / 11 0Z
•Coloured handle and inside
•Fun sturdy drinking cup
•Ceramic

Hugga camo
wash bag

 

•1 large compartment
•Smaller front compartment
•Made from mesh leather and
 polyester mix
•Easy to carry handle
•25cm x 15cm x 12cm
 (L x H x D)

FEATURES: 

HUWASHGR  

Hugga multi
click pen

MLTCLKGR

FEATURES: 
•8 pens in 1
•8 colours to choose from
•Hugga character top
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Lovely Mallo
junior backpack

JBPKMAPK

•Large main compartment
•Front zipped compartments
•Two side pockets
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•36 x 29 x 36cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 
Mallo Rainbow

backpack
RABPMAPK

FEATURES: 

Lovely Mallo
stripe backpack

STBPMAPK

•Two large compartments
•Two mesh side holders
•Adjustable, padded straps
•Top carry handle
•40 x 30 x 13cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: Lovely Mallo
sequin satchel

lunch bag
SALBMAPK

FEATURES: 
•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining for food
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 8.5cm (H x W x D)

•Large main compartment
•ID holder
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•33 x 27 x 11cm (H x W x D)

Filled pop-out
compartment

pencil case
SNPCMAPK

•Includes ballpoint pen, pencil 
 with eraser topper, and ruler
•Hard shell case
•Four compartments
•Built-in sharpener
•9 x 27cm x 7cm (H x W x D) 

FEATURES: Mallo rainbow
silicone

pencil case
SIPCRAMU

FEATURES: 

Lovely Mallo
sequin pencil

case
SQPCMAPK

•Large zipped compartment
•Window of loose, glittery 
 sequins
•23 x 10 x 11cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

Mallo recycled
pencil case

RECMPCPK

FEATURES: 
•40% of this pencil case is 
 made from recycled plastic 
 bottles
•11 x 22 x 8cm (H x W x D)

•Zipped compartment
•Wipe-clean silicone
•Great for larger stationery
 items
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Baby Mallo
silicone pencil

case
SIPCMAPK

•Wipe - clean material
•Large compartment
•25 x  22 x 2cm (H x W xD)
•This product is not a toy.

FEATURES: Mallo rainbow
PVC pencil

case
MAPVPCPK

FEATURES: 

Mallo triple zip
pencil case

MATRIPPC

•3 large compartments
•Durable zip
•7x 22 x11cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

Mallo love
heart mug

MACMUGPK

FEATURES: 
•Capacity 330ml / 11 0Z
•Coloured handle and inside
•Fun sturdy drinking cup
•Ceramic

•Transparent Polyvinyl 
•Cute fun character
•Multiple uses: pencil case, 
  cosmetic bag, toiletry bag 
•6 x 20 x 9 cm (H x W x D)

                 

SGJOURPK

•Soft plush cover
•Lockable heart padlock
•Lined pages inside

FEATURES: Mallo rainbow
silicone

purse

Mallo snuggly
lockable
 journal

PURSRAMU

FEATURES: 

Mallo heart
sequin 

notebook
HSNBMAPK

•Hardcover notebook
•Lined pages
•Ribbon bookmark
•Squishy sequin heart design

FEATURES: 
Mallo hearts

wash bag
MAWASHPK

FEATURES: 
•One large compartment
•Semi transparent to see
 contents
•Wipeable
•Pretty Mallo heart pattern 

•Small zipped compartment
•Great coin purse
•Wipeable
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FSNCCUPK

•Letter and envelope in one
•Simply write your letter, fold, 
 and send!
•Includes 36 notecards

FEATURES: Mallo heart
pop up pencil

case

Mallo mini fold
and send

notecards
POTCMAPK

FEATURES: 

mallo sneaker
pencil case

SKPCMAPK

•Sneaker/trainer design
•Mallo heart character
•Spacious main compartment
•13 x 22.5 x 8cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: Lovely Mallo
heart hot/cold

water bottle
HCWBMAPK

FEATURES: 
•Durable stainless steel
•Leak-proof with sealable lid
•Insulated metal for all drinks
•Rubber coating for extra grip
•500ml 

•Multi use
•Tall pencil case
•Push the top half down to 
 create a pen pot!
•Full 18 x 13cm (H x W)

Mallo flip &
clip water

bottle
FCWBMAPK

•PA free plastic
•Flip and clip lockable lid to 
 avoid leaks
•Strong carry handle
•500ml

FEATURES: Mallo flip
straw water

bottle
BOTLMAPK

FEATURES: 

Hearts hot
& cold water

bottle
HCWBOTPK

FEATURES: 

•BPA Free Plastic
•Lid with carry handle
•550ml 

Mallo heart
wallet

WALHRTPK

FEATURES: 
•Popper opening
•Coin zip pocket
•Clear window for ID etc
•Made from hard wearing
 polyester

FURBPCPK

•Durable stainless steel
•Leak-proof with 
 sealable lid
•Insulated metal for all 
 drinks
•500ml

Faux fur
barrel pencil

case

FEATURES: 
•Faux Fur barrel shape
•Durable large zip
•9 x 23 x 9 (H x W x D)
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Kronk
Laboratory

junior backpack
LABPKRBK

•Large main compartment
•Front zipped compartments
•Two side pockets
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•36 x 29 x 36cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: kronk
Monster

backpack
MOBPKRBK

FEATURES: 

Kronk
urban backpack

URBPKRBK

•Two large compartments
•Two mesh side holders
•Adjustable, padded straps
•Top carry handle
•40 x 13 x 30cm (Hx W x D)

FEATURES: Kronk urban
satchel

lunchbag
SALBKRBK

FEATURES: 

KRONK

•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining to keep food 
 fresh
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 8.5cm (H x W x D)

•Large zipper compartment
•Mesh bottle holder
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•30 x 25 x 30cm (H x W x D)

Kronk
urban wallet
WALKRURB

FEATURES: 

Kronk
multi click

pen
MLTCLKKR

•8 pens in 1
•8 colours to choose from
•Fun character topper

FEATURES: 
Kronk sneaker

pencil case
SKPCKRBK

FEATURES: 

KRONK

•Sneaker/trainer design
•Mallo heart character
•Spacious main compartment
•13 x 22.5 x 8cm (H x W x D)

•Popper opening
•Coin zip pocket
•Clear window for ID etc
•Made from hard wearing,
 polyester
•9.5 x 11 x 1cm (H x W x D)

Kronk wash
bag

KRWASHBK

•1 large compartment
•Smaller front compartment
•Made from lMade from mesh 
leather and polyester mix
•Easy to carry handle
•12cm x 25cm x 15cm
 (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 
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Kronk filled
Pop-out

compartment
pencil case

SNPCKRBK

FEATURES: 
Kronk

pop up pencil
case

POTCKRBK

FEATURES: 

Kronk PVC 
pencil case

KRPVPCBK

•Transparent Polyvinyl 
•Cute fun character
•Multiple uses: pencil case, 
  cosmetic bag, toiletry bag 
•9 x 20 x 6 cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 
Kronk sneaker

pencil case
KRTRIPPC

FEATURES: 

KRONK

•3 large compartments
•Durable zip
•11 x 22 x7cm (Hx W x D)

•Tall pencil case
•Push the top half down to 
 create a pen pot!
•Full: 18 x 13cm (H x W)

•Includes: built-in sharpener, 
 ballpoint pen, pencil with 
 eraser topper, and 15cm ruler.
•Small and large 
 compartments
•Durable with snap shut lid

Kronk 
Flip & Clip 

Water bottle
FCWB2KBK

FEATURES: 
Kronk

flip straw water
bottle

BOTLKRBK

FEATURES: 

KRONK

•BPA Free Plastic
•Lid with carry handle
•550ml

•BPA free plastic
•Flip and clip lockable lid to 
 avoid leaks
•Strong carry handle
•500ml

Kronk
Hot & Cold

Water bottle
HCWBOTBK

FEATURES: 
Mr Tinc
silicone

pencil case
SIPCFGBK

FEATURES: 
•Durable stainless steel
•Leak-proof with sealable lid
•Insulated metal for all drinks
•500ml

•Fun Mr Tinc character
•Water resistant
•Durable back zip
•Large compartment
•27 x 28 x 7cm (H x W x D)
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Tonkin
Adventure

Backpack
ADBPTOBL

FEATURES: 
Tonkin

Adventure junior
backpack

JBPKTOBL

FEATURES: 

Tonkin camo
backpack

BPCAMTON

FEATURES: 

•Large main compartment
•Front zipped compartments
•Two side pockets
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•36 x 29 x 36cm (H x W x D)

•Two large compartments
•Two mesh side holders
•Adjustable, padded straps
•Top carry handle
•40 x 30 x 13cm (H x W x D)

Tonkin bubble
satchel lunch

bag
SALBTOBL

•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining to keep 
 food fresh
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 8.5cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

TONKIN

•Large main compartment
•ID holder on back
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
 33 x 27 x 11cm (H x W xD)

Tokin tribal
stationery

starter pack
WALCAMBL

FEATURES: 

Tonkin
adventure

recycled pencil
case

RECTPCBL

•One large compartment with
 zip down quick access
•40% made from recycled
 plastic bottles
•11 x 22 x 8cm (H x W xD)

FEATURES: 

•Popper opening
•Coin zip pocket
•Clear window for ID etc
•Made from hard wearing 
 polyester
•11 x 9.5 x 1cm (H x W x D)

Tonkin flip
and clip

water bottle
FCWB2TBL

FEATURES: 
•BPA free plastic
•Flip and clip lockable lid to 
 avoid leaks
•Strong carry handle
•500ml

Tonkin snap
compartment

pencil case
SNPCCAMT

FEATURES: 
•Includes ballpoint pen, pencil 
 with eraser topper, and ruler
•Hard shell case
•Four compartments
•Built-in sharpener
•9 x 27 x 9cm (H x W x D)
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Tonkin
adventure

sequin
pencil case

SQPCTOBL

FEATURES: 

Tonkin snuggly
pencil case

SGPCTOBL

FEATURES: 
•Soft and cuddly cute case
•One large compartment
•11.43 x 23.5 x 6.1 cm
 (H x W x D)

•Large zipped compartment
•Window of loose, glittery 
  sequins
•10 x 23 x 11cm (H x W x D)

TONKIN

Tonkin jotter
pad

JOTPADBL

FEATURES: 
•Spiral bound
•Lined paper
•Hardback covers
•Cute character design

Ooloo satchel
lunch bag

LBSAOOLO

•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining to keep food 
 fresh
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 20cm (H x W x D)

FEATURES: 

Ooloo flip
and clip
water bottle
FCWBOOPU

Ooloo
fairy

backpack
BPFAIOOL

FEATURES: 

Ooloo snap
compartment

pencil case
SNPCOOLO

FEATURES: 

COLLECTION

•Large main compartment
•ID holder
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•33 x 27 x 11cm (H x W x D)

Tinc 3 Pack Topper 
Pencils 
TOPNC3PU

•3 Pencils per pack
•Includes different charms and 
 pencil topper from the 
 Oooloo tribe         

•BPA free
•500ml
•Lid slide locking button
•Easy carry handle hoop

•Includes ballpoint pen, pencil 
 with eraser topper, and ruler
•Hard shell case
•Four compartments
•Built-in sharpener
•9 x 27 x 7cm (H x W x D) 
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Large main compartment
•ID holder on back
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•33H x 27W x 11D (cm)

Ojay little
character
backpack

JUBPOJAY

FEATURES: 

Ojay satchel
lunch bag

LBSAOJAY

FEATURES: 

Ojay Flip and
clip water

bottle
FCWBOJOR

FEATURES: 

Ojay PVC
pencil case

OJPVPCOR

FEATURES: 
•Transparent Polyvinyl 
• Cute fun character
• Multiple uses: pencil case, 
  cosmetic bag, toiletry bag 
•6 x 20 x 9cm (H x W x D)

•Large main compartment
•ID holder on back
•One side bottle pocket
•Padded adjustable straps
•Top carry handle
•36 x 26 x 14cm (H x W x D)

•Large rectangle compartment
•Insulated lining to keep 
 food fresh
•Front zip compartment
•Long, adjustable strap
•Top carry handle
•25 x 20 x 8.5cm (H x W x D)

•BPA free plastic
•Flip and clip lockable lid to 
 avoid leaks
•Strong carry handle
•500ml

Ojay triple zip
pencil case
OJTRIPPC

FEATURES: Ojay snap
compartment

pencil case
SNPCOJAY

FEATURES: 

OJAY COLLECTION

•3 large compartments
•Durable zip
•11 x 22 x 7cm (H x W x D)

Ojay Wallet
WALOJYOR

FEATURES: 

•Includes: built-in sharpener,  
  ballpoint pen, pencil with 
  eraser topper and 15cm ruler.
•Small and large 
  compartments
•Durable with snap shut lid

•Popper opening
•Coin zip pocket
•Clear window for ID etc
•Made from hard wearing, 
 polyester
•9.5 x11 x 1cm (H x W x D)
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AUTHENTINC

Authentinc
cork pen pot
PNPTAUCK

Authentinc
cork desk tidy
DKTIAUCK

Authentinc
cork magazine holder
MAGHAUCK

Authentinc
A5 Sticky notes &
memo pad
A5SNAUBK

Authentinc
A5 cork & black journal
A5NBAUBK

Authentinc
A5 list pad
A5LPAUBK

Authentinc
A5 cork & white journal
A5NBAUWH

Authentinc
A4 folder & notepad
A4FLAUBK

Authentinc
Pencil case
black & white
PCSEAUBK

AUTHENTINC

Authentinc
glass water bottle
GLWBAUBK

Authentinc
ballpoint pen &
mechanical
BPPSAUWH

Authentinc
set of 5 pencils with
eraser
5PCLAUWH
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Shop in Shop - Bespoke Fixtures

Shop in Shop - Bespoke Fixtures

Shop in Shop - Bespoke Designs

Shop in Shop - Bespoke Designs
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1m Wall Bay

2m Wall Bay

2m Wall Bay with table

A.

C.

B.

D.
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w h o l e s a l e @ t i n c . u k . c o m

www.tinc.co.uk

www.instagram.com/tinc_official/

www.twitter.com/tinc_official

www.linkedin.com/company/tinc-ltd

www.facebook.com/wearetinc


